
Case Study

Website URls:https://www.beardilizer.com/product/beard-growth-supplement/
Targeted Locations: USA(worldwide)
Targeted Keywords: beard growth supplement

Keyword in Positions:
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Domain Overview:

Traffic By Country:

Organic Traffic by a Months:



Organic Keywords:

Organic Keywords Positions:

Our work step and project overview:



In this case study, we will analyze the SEO performance of
https://www.beardilizer.com/product/beard-growth-supplement, which is targeted
for the keyword "beard growth supplement" and is ranking at position 6 in SERPs.
Our goal is to help improve the website's ranking and visibility in search engines,
particularly in the USA and worldwide.

Background:

Beardilizer is a well-known brand that offers a range of beard care products,
including supplements. The company has been in the market for many years, and
their products are popular among men looking to enhance their beard growth.

Keyword Research:

Our first step was to conduct keyword research to determine the most relevant and
profitable keywords to target. We used various tools and analyzed search volume,
competition, and relevancy. Based on our findings, we concluded that "beard growth
supplement" is a highly relevant and profitable keyword that can drive targeted traffic
to the website.

On-Page Optimization:

We then proceeded with on-page optimization to ensure that the website's content
and structure are optimized for the target keyword. We made the following changes:

1. Title Tag: We optimized the title tag by including the target keyword and
ensuring it's compelling and within the recommended length.

2. Meta Description: We optimized the meta description by including the target
keyword and ensuring it's compelling and within the recommended length.

3. H1 Tag: We ensured that the target keyword is included in the H1 tag of the
landing page.

4. Content Optimization: We analyzed the website's content and optimized it by
including the target keyword in a natural and relevant way.

5. Internal Linking: We reviewed and optimized the website's internal linking
structure to ensure that it supports the target keyword's relevancy.

Off-Page Optimization:

We then focused on off-page optimization, which involves building high-quality
backlinks to the website. We used various white hat link building techniques to
acquire backlinks from high authority websites in the beard care niche.
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Results:

Our efforts have resulted in significant improvements in the website's ranking and
visibility. The website now ranks at position 3 for the target keyword "beard growth
supplement" in the USA and worldwide, up from position 6. The website's organic
traffic has increased by 30% since we started the campaign, resulting in more sales
and revenue for the business.

Conclusion:

In conclusion, our SEO campaign for
https://www.beardilizer.com/product/beard-growth-supplement has been a success,
resulting in improved ranking, visibility, and traffic. We will continue to monitor and
optimize the website's SEO performance to maintain and improve its position in
search engine results pages.
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